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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(September 2020)

Corfe Castle, Dorset, viewed from the Parish Church
The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for
Duty” Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in
August 2013. The Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on
the edge of the New Forest, a couple of miles north of
Lymington in Hampshire. He is old fashioned enough a priest
to visit his flock in their homes, but “house for duty” clergy
are supposed to work only two days a week and Sundays,
which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the September 2020 weekly
ruminations, aired prejudices and footling observations that
in the weekly pew sheet augment his visits and help keep folk
in touch week in and week out. Earlier articles are available
from the Article Page on this Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm
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“This and That” - 27 September 2020
King Canute demonstrated that what has to be, has to be. To fulminate against, or resist what is
inevitable and necessary is folly. Wisdom makes a virtue out of necessity, goes along with what has to
be.
Do it yourself baptisms
As was the case with two baptisms after last Sunday’s Harvest Thanksgiving. The first was at 12
noon, the second half an hour later. Both were moving and happy ceremonies for two lovely, wide-eyed
little girls.
The necessity for limited numbers in these difficult times was duly accepted and gone along with.
It meant that both baptisms were more than usually personal, intimate and relaxed. What is more, we
were challenged and encouraged to be adventurous in the way we performed them.
As a young curate on the staff of Harare Cathedral, I was chaplain to a large maternity home. This
meant being called out at any time during the day or night to baptize little mites unlikely to survive. A
moving experience. I learned there too that the Church allows any Christian to baptize in extremis. So
if I was not available for any reason, a Christian nurse would do the honours, inform me, and after a
follow up visit to the parents, I would issue a certificate and enter the details in the Cathedral’s register.
Our whole country is at present in extremis. So your ancient, Covid-vulnerable priest, arranged
for the parents of each child to anoint their own little one with the oil of catechumens, pour the water
three times in the name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and then anoint with the oil of chrism. I merely
directed proceedings, talked the talk, blessed the water and enjoyed it all enormously. Particularly
special for the Mums and Dads, necessity turned into lovely virtue.
What happens when we die?
When it comes to dying and death we all scratch our heads and wonder. Even vicars.
My own understanding sees all of us when we die as falling into the abyss of non-existence.
Those of us blessed with the gift of faith, though, do so trusting that the God of love and Creator ex
nihilo of all that is, can and will call us back, to recreate, re-gift, re-vision us into a new Creation beyond
our wildest imaginings. Crazily fanciful, perhaps, but no more outlandish or absurd than our present,
oh so wonderful, inexplicable and utterly unaccountable for present existence. So who knows? It’s over
to God.
On pilgrimage
We made a pilgrimage last week to the village of Hursley, between Romsey and Winchester.
Hallowed ground, because Hursley is the name of a favourite hymn tune that used to be sung to the
evening hymn:
Sun of my soul, thou Saviour dear
It is not night if thou be near:
O may no earth-born cloud arise
To hide thee from thy servant’s eye.
I love the tune and also the words which are by the theologian and poet John Keble. He was
appointed Vicar of Hursley in 1835, rebuilt the church in 1848, and remained there until his death in
1866. He was Professor of Poetry at Oxford from 1831 to 1841 and the originator and then one of the
leaders of the Oxford Movement. He’s buried at All Saints' Church, Hursley.
A cloth-eared jackass
Keble picked an 18th century German tune for his hymn, and named it Hursley. To my chagrin
this tune is not in our hymnbook. There are two others, neither of which I fancy. The first by Sir Herbert
Oakley (1830-1903), professor of Music at Edinburgh University. He thought the tune Hursley
“inadequate and vulgar… unsuitable to sacred words… too lively, it often drove me out of church”.
What a cloth-eared jackass! It’s odd how so many professional composers appear to disdain a good
melody. Or is it my own ear for melody that’s defective and sentimental?

If it is I am happy for it to be so. I’ve just listened to Mozart’s Coronation Mass. The Agnus
stops the heart and starts the eyes with tears. It floods my being with a love of God and deep certitude
that all will be well, all manner of things well.
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My daughter spotted and filmed a lively hedgehog in Osterley Park, London last week.
Hedgehogs or foxes
We feel aggrieved. In our large Vicarage garden on Pilley Hill, well-wooded, well-lawned and
well-brambled, we’ve never seen one in all our seven years here. Foxes, rabbits, deer, squirrels, moles
rats, mice, shrews, grass snakes, slugs, snails, worms abound, but no hedgehogs. We feel hard done by.
They must surely be around.
An intriguing fragment from ancient Greece’s poet Archilochus (680-645 BC) goes: The fox
knows many things, but the hedgehog one big thing. It is a statement made famous by the philosopher
Isaiah Berlin (1909-97). In an acclaimed essay called The Hedgehog and the Fox, he suggests that in
the world of ideas, thinkers and theorists can be divided into hedgehogs and foxes. Hedgehogs view the
world in terms of some all-embracing system, seeing all facts as fitting into a grand pattern. Whereas
foxes are pluralists or particularists who refuse grand patterns and big theory.
Those of us with a Christian world-view would be hedgehogs I suppose. If so I am more than
happy to be one. On the BBC, in popular culture and the western world generally, hedgehogs of the
Christian sort are as rare and hard to spot as wild hedgehogs in the Vicarage garden.
Fifty year old echidnas
Hedgehogs are not found in Australia. Instead there are echidnas, almost as endearing and
superficially not dissimilar. They are distinctly however. For a start, although mammals, they lay eggs.
Hence the name, for in Greek mythology Echidna was a monster who was neither one thing nor the
other, half woman and half snake.
Egg-laying mammals are called monotremes. It is a word which means rather more than just an
egg-laying animal though. Monotremes are creatures with a single orifice for both reproduction and the
elimination of waste. Echidnas are between twelve and seventeen inches in length and weigh from four
to ten pounds. Their long quills are in fact modified hairs and are underlaid with insulating fur. They
have the lowest body temperature of any mammal, 32°C (89°F). This apparently contributes to their
longevity. Specimens in captivity have lived to be fifty years old.
The hatching of puggles
In the mating season echidnas form chains: males line up nose to tail behind a single female to
form a train of up to a dozen individuals. This behaviour can last more than a month, with males
dropping out and re-joining. When the female is finally ready to mate, the males dig a trench in the
ground around her and compete for the prize by pushing each other out of the trench. The last one
remaining gets the prize. Females lay a single, small, leathery-shelled egg into their pouch. Ten days
later, a tiny ‘puggle’ hatches. Mothers have no nipples so puggles don’t suckle, instead they lap milk
excreted from patches.
Adults, at the end of their slender, tapering snouts have tiny mouths and toothless jaws. A six inch
long, sticky tongue flicks in and out slurping up ants and other insects. Having no teeth they break down
food with hard pads on the roof of their mouth and back of their tongue. They possess large brains and
play host to the world’s second largest flea: the echidna flea (Bradiopsylla echidnae), about four
millimetres in length. The world’s largest of all fleas is the giant mountain beaver flea (hystrichopsylla
schefferi), it’s body length is just over half an inch.
A toast to toast
We lit an intense, eyebrow-frizzing bonfire last week. Great fun. It was fuelled by branches from an
extremely large camelia we had severely cut back. The bonfire’s intensely hot embers reminded me of

how good toast is when singed brown in just a couple of seconds of extreme heat. Many years ago we
used to holiday in an Australian village called Koroit, a half mile from the Southern Ocean and on the
edge of a very beautiful, small and ancient volcanic crater full of wallabies, emus, kangaroos and water
fowl. The old house we stayed in had a mighty, open kitchen fire. Breakfast toast from a roaring fire
and dripping molten butter, was not manna from heaven it was manna in heaven.
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Amicable disagreement and argufying is fun. It can also be creative. We clarify, hone, refine and
even discover our ideas, and beliefs in argument and debate.
Australian cricketers
There’s not much argufying in my life these days though. Firstly because my best opponent lives
thousands of miles away in Australia. For him argument is sport, he revels in it, thrives on it. After a
glass or two of red wine he tosses a provocative squib into the conversation and battle begins, furiously,
pugnaciously, no holds barred. He’s usually victorious. As with Australian cricketers, a ruthless will to
win, more than a fair share of brilliance and foul means deemed as legitimate as fair do the trick.
The second reason is because age brings with it an increasing ability to see and appreciate other
points of view. So even a convicted and glad theist like myself readily sees and appreciates the case for
atheism. To be secure in faith dampens any compulsion to demolish its opposite.
It’s all about food and sex
A frequent argument in days gone was set alight by Desmond Morris’ best selling book The
Naked Ape. It caused some of my friends to argue a thoroughgoing reductionism, to assert that human
beings, essentially, are no more than animals, a mere digestive tract in which to stuff other organisms
– animal or vegetable, cooked or raw – simply to fuel the reproduction of more and yet more voracious,
self-replicating omnivores. Human nature reduced to the pursuit of food and sex. It’s balderdash of
course, even if these days I feel little compulsion to refute it.
However, to come across a little poem that obliquely, and almost by the way, calls such
reductionism into question, is delightful. It is by a Polish poet and Nobel Prize winner, Wislawa
Szymborska (1923-2012).
In Praise of Feeling Bad About Yourself
The buzzard never says it is to blame.
The panther wouldn’t know what scruples mean.
When the piranha strikes, it feels no shame.
If snakes had hands, they’d claim their hands were clean.
A jackal doesn’t understand remorse.
Lions and lice don’t waver in their course.
Why should they, when they know they’re right?
Though hearts of killer whales may weigh a ton,
in every other way they’re light.
On this third planet of the sun
among the signs of bestiality
a clear conscience is Number One.
Martha and the Dragon
We assume that the twelve disciples of Jesus were his friends. But can discipleship and friendship
coexist? Friendship implies a relationship between equals or very near equals. Whereas discipleship,
by definition, is a relationship between non equals, followed and followers, teacher and pupils, giver
and takers, master and servants.

Be that as it may, Martha, Mary and Lazarus were most certainly friends of Jesus. We are told
that Jesus loved them and he actually called Lazarus his friend.
Diana and I read last week a long and fascinating narrative poem by Charles Causley called
Martha and the Dragon. It contains a four line description of these three friends that delighted us for
so succinctly and simply characterising each of them with scriptural accuracy:
Grave Lazarus, who walked home from his funeral,
Mary, with spikenard for God’s own feet,
And Martha, who with cooking-pot for psalter
And brooms for prayers kept home, like heaven, sweet.
Roosting boxes
Outside the back door doing a little bit of clearing early one morning last week Diana heard a
strange knocking sound coming from a fledgling abandoned nesting box. There was a bird inside
assuring itself of the soundness of the walls. It seems that nesting boxes are used sometimes for roosting
as well as for nesting. Wisely. Few predators can penetrate them, nor wild weather.
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To flout rules and ignore good advice is perversely pleasing. A few weeks ago I used a packet
of dried coconut milk in a Rendang curry. It was six years past its use-by date. The curry was none the
worse for it. Before crowing my derring-do, however, I waited a judicious fortnight to be sure I
remained alive. I did. Cock-a-doodle-do.
Part of the pleasure arose from being myself well past a priest’s use-by date and still happily in
harness. An old dog full of well tried tricks.
Cocking a leg
Old dogs becomes truly pathetic only when unable anymore to cock a leg. Last Sunday Diana and
I went for a bike ride down Sowerby way. To get on and off a traditional man’s bike requires this
priestly old dog to cock his leg to the limit. He’s still up to it, but it takes a bit of doing.
Prissy and prim
It was our wedding anniversary on the Friday of the bank holiday weekend. We celebrated by
rambling around south Dorset and we stopped to admire three lovely churches. All of them, unlike St
John’s Boldre, were timidly and cravenly locked up, with any church services advertised non-existent
or seriously curtailed. Particularly galling was Wimborne Minster, a glorious and significant place of
worship, locked down on a holiday weekend. I concur with Andrew Marr in last week’s Spectator Diary.
He, like us, had been rambling country England…...
…...too many places of worship, museums and galleries seem to have taken Covid-19 as
a catch-all excuse to stay shut, increasing the sense of weird emptiness. I am a
mask-wearer and a social-distancer, but I’m getting increasingly irate at the prissy, prim,
self-congratulatory way so many organisations are priding themselves on doing sod all
for the paying (or simply ambling past) public. Provincial Britain seems to me a country
fighting for its life.
A particularly fine church, in a lovely, isolated rural setting, is St Michael and All Angel’s in the
tiny hamlet of Steeple. Sadly all locked up.
Rule Britannia etc
Surely Rule Britannia has always sung with a frisson of irony. Only dull, literalistic dogs would
ban it. There was a humorous parody even in the century of its composition, its chorus:
Singing Rule Britannia,
Britannia rule the waves!
Britons never, never, never shall be

Marr-i-ed to a mer-ma-id
At the bottom of the deep blue sea
Singling out shingle
On our ramble we visited Lulworth Cove and walked right round the bay along its shingle beach.
The three main meanings of the word ‘shingle’ have different etymologies. The word ‘shingles’ to mean
an inflammation of the skin derives from the Latin for a ‘girdle’. Appropriately, for the disease, as often
as not, in part at least, circles the trunk of the body like a girdle. The word ‘shingles’ to mean wooden
tiles of the sort with which St Nicholas’ Chapel is clad, derives from both Greek and Latin words for
roof tiles. ‘Shingle’ for pebble beaches, comes from the Norwegian singl, meaning ‘small stone’. It is
said to be onomatopoeic of the sound of water running back after breaking on pebbles.
Shingle beaches are rare in Australia, so this trip to Lulworth Cove was the first time I really
listened to the sound of waves on shingle. The swoosh of a breaking wave is followed by a pleasing,
crackling rattle as water-disturbed pebbles confabulate while the wave recedes. It brought to mind
Matthew Arnold’s poem: Dover Beach:
The Sea of Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world.
Arnold, a highly educated man and classicist would be well aware of the oblique etymological
link of the word ‘girdle’ to the word ‘shingle’.
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